
Where are foreigners hanging out in Qingdao ? yes , Myk

15006480550
路路路路路路3路
Qingdao,  Shandong  266000

Price:  ¥2,666.00    Size: 800 SqFt

2 Beds   1 Baths    Apartment

Property Description
Where are foreigners hanging out in Qingdao ? yes , Mykal Area .

Hi , I am so honoured to help you , let me tell you a neighborhood------Hong Kong Buildings .
Maybe you know ,there are two high-rise buildings in the east side of Mykal , it is called Hong
Kong Buildings , they were built in about 2002 ,the appearance is not very new ,but the inside of
the apartments there usually are fine , and the monthly rent there is low , like , 2500-2800 rmb .
Hong Kong Buildings are popular for foreigners , there are several of my foreign friends living
here.
Right now ,I can show you two apartments there , one is 80 sqm ,10th floor ,fully furnished , the
decoration is just ok ,not very good , the yearly rent is 30000 rmb , available now .
The other one is also 80 sqm , 15th floor , fully furnished , well-decorated , the yearly rent is
32000 rmb, but not available now ,should be available in one week.
Sorry ,it is not convenient for me to get the photos now , but if you wanna visit them personally ,I
can arrange the time for you . the first one is ok , you can visit it when you want ; but the second
one , we only can visit it during weekend .

This is Kaka - always at your service! I've helped out innumerable foreigners in Qingdao, so I
know exactly what you need from a real estate agent – not only a good apartment, but also a
wonderful post-rental service.
Moving to China can be a stressful experience- you need to sort out your visa, accommodation,
cleaning, maybe getting a car, where to do the shopping etc... However, I assure you that you
can call me any time and I'll always be more than willing to take care of these issues for you.
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